
Salon international des technologies des ascenseurs 

et des escaliers mécaniques

du 12 au 14 Mai 2023, CICEC Expo Center

International Trade Show for Elevator & Escalator Technologies

www.liftexpo-morocco.com



This exhibition will help all the key players in the industry to;

Meet the Potential Buyers from African & Arabian Lift Industry

WELCOME TO LIFT EXPO MOROCCO 2023

VISITOR PROFILE



EXHIBITOR PROFILE

YOUR GATEWAY TO ELEVATOR & ESCALATOR MARKET IN MOROCCO



LIFT EXPO MOROCCO, Elevator and Escalator Technologies Exhibition, The meeting hub 

of Elevator sector in AFRICAN & ARABIAN market. This vital exhibition for Elevator sector 

opening the Gates 12-14 MAY 2023 at CICEC expo centre in CASABLANCA-MOROCCO.

LIFT EXPO MOROCCO organised by EXPERT FAIR & MENA MANAGEMENT

who has a good reputation and well-known organisers in MENA region. Operate profitably 

and achieve excellence, recognition and respect as leaders in exhibition management and 

the service industry within Middle East-North Africa and around the world by providing 

trade platforms for various sectors to practice trade and bilateral relations. To further 

research and develop better ways to enhance our customer's experience and achievement 

of business ideals and objectives, through participation in events and exhibitions. To 

constantly innovate and create new strategies that can help make a difference in  exhibition 

and marketing campaign, from exhibit design, brand development to providing innovative 

marketing communication tools.To conduct ourselves with integrity, honesty and 

transparency with all our business transaction with our customers.To provide a good 

working environment to our team member that encourages further growth and 

development, professionally and personally.

An exhibition or trade show is a unique and exciting opportunity for your business to make  a 

splash in your industry and gain access to the same clients as your competitors.

In this digital age, where most  of our  marketing is  done online,   you might be   fooled into 

thinking exhibitions are no longer relevant to your business. But you'd be wrong.

Exhibiting is now becoming more and more popular with business decision-makers. It offers 

your business a huge number of potential leads with customers who you can meet in person. 

Despite our world becoming an ever more remote digital one, exhibitions present 

game-changing opportunities you just won't get anywhere else.If you can get it right,  then 

deciding to attend an exhibition could be the defining factor that takes your business from 

an SME to an industry-leading company.

ORGANISED BY

Here are the 7 reasons why you should

+212 662-599052
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